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ABSTRACT

WeChat becomes the China’s most widely used online social me-

dia application because of its convenience and simplicity. �is pa-

per is based on the records of HTML5 web pages that spread in

WeChat. �e propagation network G is constructed with these

records. �en, according to the city where a Web user is, the net-

work is divided into small networks within the city Gi (In-city

Networks) and the networksGi j between any two cities (Out-city

Networks). Based on the analysis ofGi and Gi j , a WeChat propa-

gation net-workmodelwith geographic information is established.

�is net-work model has the characteristics of WeChat propaga-

tion and geographic information. �is work can support the on-

line opinion propagation researches with geographical character-

istics.

CCS CONCEPTS

•Networks→ Network measurement;

KEYWORDS

WeChat application, HTML5 webpage, propagation Network, Ge-

ographical characteristics

1 INTRODUCTION

With the development of online social networks, the in�uence of

online public opinion is growing. �e characteristics of privacy of

the WeChat network have brought great di�culties to the super-

vision of public opinion.
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With a large number of users, rich data and low-cost measure-

ment, WeChat network analysis has advantages on traditional so-

ciological measurement and analysis. With the classic social net-

work analysis theory and technology applied to the WeChat net-

work, we can get more accurate results on the social network.

�rough the network modeling the nature and characteristics of

the network can be grasped and deeply understand. And then the

support and basis for network supervision is provided.

From the perspective of space network, there are twomost promi-

nent regional scienti�c research based on the mobile communica-

tion data. �e �rst one is that the gravity law could be used to

�t the density of the interactions between the urban centers [1, 2].

Another one is about community detection, some studies [3, 4]

found that the communities detected correspond with the admin-

istrative boundaries extremely well.

At the same time, a conclusion is found that there are more in-

ternal interactions in administrative units than that between two

units in the research of this paper. �us, for a vast country like

China, the modeling of social media networks can be based on

administrative units. �at is, �rstly a user interaction network

within a single ad-ministrative unit (such as a city) is established,

and then the interaction network between any two cities is con-

sidered. �e network is not traditionally considered as a whole.

A large number of researches have shown that the real world

net-works almost have small world e�ect [5, 6, 7, 8], and scien-

tists also �nd that the nodes� degree of real world networks are

almost subject to the power-law distribution [9, 7, 10, 11, 8]. From

this point of view, the actual characteristics of each city’s internal

Inter-active Network is analyzed for the modeling of each city�s

network. And then the Interactive Network between any two

cities is analyzed, two methods are taken to model this part, and

the results are analyzed and compared with each other to �nd the

more suitable method.

�e remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

introduces the related works in the �eld of OSN and modeling of

network. Section 3 introduces the HTML5 dataset while section 4

proposes the modeling methods. Section 5 gives detailed analysis
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of the Interactive Network modeling results. In the end, this paper

is concluded in section 6.

2 RELATED WORKS

�e network of social media application users is called online so-

cial network (OSN).�emeasurement and analysis of online social

network refers to: Mining and sorting the original data of OSN;

Mining and extracting the structural features and user behavior

characteristics of OSN. It is usually done through the theoretical

methods and techniques of complex network, social network and

data mining. WeChat is a kind of online social application. In re-

cent years, the academic research on OSN is becoming more and

more extensive, including network topology, user behavior, user

privacy and security, system architecture, community mining and

information dissemination [12].

�e researched on community detection based on mobile com-

munication data mainly involves four aspects. In addition to the

city-based network mentioned in the Introduction part, there are

person-al-based [13, 14, 15] based on pixel grid [4], based on mo-

bile base station division Into the Tyson polygons [16, 17] . �e dif-

ferent types of networks are determined by di�erent data sets. �e

nodes of these networks are geocoded into the city based on con-

sumption data, based on square pixels or cell based on the caller’s

geographic location. �e communities that detected in these net-

work are o�en clearly aligned with administrative divisions. It is

these results that guide us to construct the network from bo�om

to top based on giving administrative units.

Some researches show that the regular network has a big clus-

ter coe�cient and big small average shortest path, and the random

network has a small cluster coe�cient and a small average short-

est path. In 1998, the WS network constructed by Wa�s and Stro-

gats, and the NW network given by Newman and Wa�s [5, 18],

had a large cluster coe�cient and a small average shortest path.

Later, the physicists put the two statistical features, large cluster

coe�cient and the small average shortest path together known as

the small world e�ect. With this e�ect, a network is a small world

network. At the same time, scientists also �nd that the nodes of a

large number of real networks are subject to a power-law distribu-

tion, where the degree of a node is the number of adjacent nodes

that the node has, or the number of edges associated with that

node. �e node degree is a power-law distribution. �at is, the

relationship between the number of nodes with a certain degree

and the speci�c degree can be approximated by a power function.

�ese �ndings inspire us to consider whether the interactive net-

work within a single administrative unit also has a small world or

scale-free e�ect.

3 DATASET AND TOPIC

HTML5 is a web-based programming language that supports mul-

timedia on the mobile terminal.

�e data set is derived from Fibonacci Consulting Co. LTD.

HTML5 is spread among Moments, WeChat Subscrip and friends.

Once a page is clicked, the server will generate and save a record.

�e record includes the ID of the clicker, the ID of the sharer, the

time, the page ID, and the IP of the clicker. Each user has a unique

ID, when he click to browse the page, his ID is recorded as the

Table 1: Explanation of each part of the record

Name of parts Explanation Parts of record

SourceID Sharer’s ID VhVMFZEr

ViewID Clicker’s ID RwZZc4ke

PageID Webpage ID
a70842c6-6847-404c

-be56-6�1b389228

IP Clicker’s IP 113.108.11.52

Click time Click time 2016-01-14 00:00:00

clicker�s ID, when he shared the page was click to browse, his

ID in the record is record as the sharer�s. �e historical data is

collect-ed by Fibonacci as the data sets used in this article.

�e data set for this article is a 45-day history records for 2016.01.14-

2016.02.27. Table 1 gives detailed explanations of �ve parts of this

record.

Here is a record of data set:

a70842c6−6847−404c−be56−6fb1b389228,VhVMFZEr ,RwZZ

c4ke, 113.108.11.52, , 2016 − 01 − 1400 : 00 : 00, switchpaдe,

”ctp” : 4, ”staytm” : 2397, ”tдp” : 5, ”ttp” : 14

�rough the IP library query we can get the corresponding geo-

graphical location. Song Jian [19] analyzed several major domestic

and international IP address library, including foreign IP2Location

Lite, GeoLite2 domestic Pure IP Address Database, TaobaoIP Ad-

dress Database, SinaIP Address Database, and Baidu IP Ad-dress

Database. �ey compared coverage rate and accuracy of the four

domestic IP address databases. �ey got the conclusion that the

domestic TaobaoIP Address Database had the highest credibility.

Because the IP address library is di�cult to test and verify, and

the lack of information about building method of these two IP ad-

dress databases, we cannot get credibility of IP2Location Lite and

GeoLite2. We use TaobaoIP Address Database to address the geo-

graphical location of the IP address in our work.

At the same time, Song Jian et al.’s [19] work found that the

lower the administrative level is, the lower the accuracy of IP ad-

dress library is. In order to keep the accuracy, cities are taken as

the basic units. All the administrative units under other provin-

cial administrative units directly are regarded as basic units in our

work. �ese units include sub-provincial cities, prefecture-level

cities, county-level cities and autonomous counties. In our work,

we also regard the four municipalities and two SARs as basic units

in network, although they are provincial administrative units.

�us there were 380 cities in the data. In particular, in this data

set, due to the number of users in Shenzhen, the amount of in-

tracity interaction is too large. It accounting for about half of the

amount of interactions, which is inconsistent with the actual situ-

ation, so this factor will be removed to consider the WeChat inter-

action network. So, actually there are 379 cities in our data.

4 METHODS

�is paper constructs a WeChat interactive network from the his-

tory records of HTML5web pages. �rough the IPLibarary query,

each user ID can be located. So all users could be divided into 379

groups which corresponded to 379 cities. �en the WeChat net-

work is divided into the propagation networks within each city,
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and the propagation networks between any two cities (we simply

named them In��city Networks andOut-city Networks). �rough

the analysis of In��city Networks and Out-city Networks, the reg-

ular pa�ern of nodes� degree distribution is found. Based on that,

the In��city Network model of each city, and the Out-city Net-

work model are established.

4.1 Network De�nition

Based on the information propagate relationship of each record

in the data set, it is possible to construct a edge from one user to

another, that is, if the a user has viewed the web page shared by

the another, there is an undirected edge between them. All users

and edges constitute an undirected network.

V = {vi |i = 1, 2......N } (1)

E = {ej |j = 1, 2......m} (2)

G =< V ,E > (3)

As there are users� IP the data in the data, so it is possible to

locate the user’s city, accordingly, the user node is divided into 379

sets, resulting in 379 In-city Network and C2
379 within the interac-

tive network and intercity interaction network.

City Interactive Network: Vi is the user node set of city i , and

Ei is the edge set of the city.

V = {Vi |i = 0, 1, 2......378} (4)

Gi =< Vi , Ei >, i = 0, 1, 2......378 (5)

Ei j ,Gi j is the edge set and Out-cityNetwork of interaction of users

between city i and j

Ei j = {ei j |ei j = v1 → v2,v1 ∈ Vi ,v2 ∈ Vj } (6)

Gi j =< Vi ,Vj , Ei j >, i, j = 0, 1, 2......378, i < j (7)

Let:

E1 = {Ei |i = 0, 1, 2......378} (8)

E2 = {Ei j |i, j = 0, 1, 2......378, i < j} (9)

G1
= {Gi |i = 0, 1, 2......378} (10)

G2
= {Gi j |i, j = 0, 1, 2......378, i < j} (11)

�us E =< E1, E2 > �G =< G1
,G2
>. G1 is the set of in-city

Networks, and G2 is the set of Out-city Networks. E1 is the set

of all edges of In-city Net-works, and E2 is the set of all edges of

Out-city Networks.

�e division of the network is completed. Figure 1 shows the

city nodes� size histogram of 379 cities.

It can be seen from the �gure that the cities� nodes size varies

greatly. �e nodes� size of largest city can reach more than 600

thou-sands, and that of small city is less than one thousand. So the

nodes� size of the city should be modeling is one of the important

factors to consider.

Figure 1: City scale histogram.

Figure 2: Nodes degree distribution of (a) Hani-Yi Au-

tonomous Prefecture of Honghe. (b) Beijing. (c) Changchun.

(d) Chengdu.

4.2 Network Analysis

�e In-city Networks are analyzed �rst. Figure 2 (a) (b) (c) (d)

are nodes� degree distribution of four randomly selected cities.

�rough the analysis, it can be found that the nodes� degree dis-

tribution of the interactive network in the city obeys the power-

law distribution. �e power-law coe�cients λ ranges from 2 to 5.

As the network is divided into cities, so the range of power-law

coe�cients obtained by ��ing is relatively large.

Figure 3 shows the degree distribution for all cities� In-city Net-

work, and their ��ing lines. �eir average power law coe�cient

is 2.761.

�e vertical and horizontal coordinates are city numbers of 379

cities, two cities� coordinates corresponds to a gray point in the

�gure. Here we take the logarithm ofmi j , size of the set Ei j , and

then normalized
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Figure 3: Degree distribution of all cities and their �tting

line.

Notes: λ here is the average value of power-law coe�cient of

379 cities.

Figure 4: �e density of the connection between the city and

the city.

дi j =
log(mi j )

max(log(mi j ))
(12)

Draw the gray value �gure as shown in Figure 4. �e darker points

in the graph represent the bigger amount of interaction between

the two corresponding cities.

It can be seen from analysis of �gure 4 that color of right di-

agonal is obvious relatively deep, which means that the city’s In-

city inter-actions are signi�cantlymuchmore than that inOut-city

Networks. �is also means that the way to build an integrated in-

teractive net-work based on the city is correct. At the same time,

due to the city number, the city number of cities that belong to

a provincial administrative unit is adjacent. It can be seen from

Figure 5: �e original network and generated network of

one city.

the �gure that the amount of interaction among cities belong to a

province of nodes is relatively large, forming relatively deep color

squares on the diagonal.

4.3 Network Modeling

�e bo�om-to-up method is used to model the WeChat propaga-

tion network. �at is, the In-city Network is modeled and con-

structed based on the original network. And then modeling the

Out-city Networks based on the interactions amount between any

two cities.

4.3.1 In-city Networks. According to the analysis, it is found

that the nodes degree of the In-city Network of each city is subject

to the power-law distribution. �erefore, we can model the In-

city Network of each city according to the nodes� size Ni , i =

0, 1, 2......378 and the power law coe�cient λi , i = 0, 1, 2......378

of the network.

Networkx package in python is used to randomly generate the

node’s degree sequence Si based on the nodes� size and power-

law coe�cients, and then generate the network according to the

sequence

< Ni , λi >
NetworkX Tool
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Si (13)

Si
N etworkX Tool
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ G

′

i (14)

�e nodes set corresponding to networkG
′

i is: V
′

i , i = 0, 1, 2......378.

And the corresponding edges set is: E
′

i , i = 0, 1, 2......378.

Gephi is used to draw the original network and the generated

net-work of Hani-Yi Autonomous Prefecture of Honghe. We can

com-pare the original networkwith the generated network as shown

in �gure 5.

Take this city as an example, it can be found thatG
′

i show some

characteristics ofGi , however, there are some characteristics that

G
′

i cannot present. With analysis, it can be found that the city’s In-

city Network is a typical star radial network. �at is, there is core

area exists in the network, and the nodes in the core area have

more edges, and the generated network also has such character-

istics. But there are some di�erences between them. �e main

di�erence is that the core of the generated network forms a com-

munity as a whole, and the star-shaped radial pa�ern is obvious.

However, there are several smaller cores in the original network,

there is not a core area as a whole. �e original network formed
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a number of core areas with di�erent size, which may be the char-

acteristics of WeChat propagation network.

4.3.2 Out-city Networks. �e propagation network should be

modeled with the characteristics of original network without be-

ing limited to the original net-work. In addition to build In-city

Network, the Out-city Network of interactions between any two

cities also need to be modeled. �e nodes size is con�rmed when

modeling the In-city Networks, and the edge number of the net-

work between any two cities can also be calculated. �us when

building the network, we must ensure the number of edges, and

each edge links two nodes in corresponding two cities. �e prob-

lem is how to choose the two nodes of each edge in the two city.

We propose two methods to choose nodes.

�e �rstmethod is similar to the ERnetwork constructionmethod:

for each edge that need to add, one node is chosen by a same per-

centage in each city to generate the edge.

�e percentage of choosing Nodei for one edge is:
∏

i =
1
Nj
,

i = 0, 1, 2......N j , j = 0, 1, 2......378
(15)

N j is the nodes size of city j . �e second method is a preferential

a�achment mechanism similar to a scale-free network. �e pref-

erential a�achment here refers to the fact that the newly added

nodes aremore likely to be connected to the hub nodeswith higher

degree. �is phenomenon is called ”Rich get Richer” or ”Ma�hew

e�ect” as new articles are more likely to refer to those widely cited

important literature. Based on the characteristics of preferential

a�achment, Barabasi and Albert proposed the BA scale-free net-

work model.

�e second method for each edge to be added: in proportion to

the probability of nodes� degree in the network of each city, one

node is selected to generate an edge.

�e percentage of choosing Nodei for one edge is:
∏

i =
ki∑
ki

(16)

ki is the degree of Nodei . �is makes the overall net-work shows

more scale-free characteristics compared to the �rst method. E
′

i j ,

G
′

i j are the set of interactive edges and net-work between city

iandj:

E
′

i j = {e
′

i j |e
′

i j = v1 → v2,v1 ∈ V
′

i ,v2 ∈ V
′

j } (17)

G
′

i j =< V
′

i ,V
′

j ,E
′

i j >, i, j = 0, 1, 2......378, i < j (18)

Can determine the size of the city’s nodes in the construction of

a single city network has been identi�ed, and the city between the

two sides of the user interaction can be obtained with the number

of statistics, so in modeling, the �rst need to ensure that the two

cities Network edge is determined, each side is linked to two city

users. �erefore, this paper uses two methods to model this part

of the network.

4.3.3 WeChat propagation network. With the In-city network

and theOut-city network, we can integrate and generate thewhole

WeChat propagation network.

Let:

E1
′

= {E
′

i |i = 0, 1, 2......378} (19)

E2
′

= {E
′

i j |i, j = 0, 1, 2......378, i < j} (20)

Table 2: �e comparison of original and generated net-

work�s parameters

Networks Size Average Degree Coe�cient

Original 38527609 1.463 3.15

Generated 1 38527609 1.3 2.74

Generated 2 38527609 1.45 3.08

G1′
= {G

′

i |i = 0, 1, 2......378} (21)

G2′
= {G

′

i j |i, j = 0, 1, 2......378, i < j} (22)

So, we have E
′

=< E1
′

,E2
′

> �G
′

=< G1′
,G2′

> . G1′ is the set

of In-city Net-works, andG2′ is the set of Out-city Networks, E1
′

is

the edge set of In-city Networks, E2
′

is the edge set of Out-city

Networks. Finally, we get the WeChat Propagation networkG
′

.

For the convenience of description, in the following description

of this paper, the method of generating the Out-city Network by

the �rst method is called method one. �e method of generating

the Out-city Network by second method and �nally generating

the WeChat network is called method two.

5 RESULTS ANALYSIS

Firstly, the e�ect of the twomethods to generate Out-city Network

on the overall network is analyzed. A simple analysis of the orig-

inal network and the generated network is shown in table 2. �e

two generated network and the original network are the same on

the scale. �e original network is the largest on the average de-

gree, the method is second, the network is small. �e power law

coe�cient is also the method two is close to the original network,

but the method two generation network power law coe�cient is

small.

As can be seen from table 2, the two methods to generate the

Out-city network have a certain impact on the resulting network.

Com-paredwith the original network, the network generated with

the second method has closer parameters with original network.

�e nodes size distributions of three networks are analyzed as

shown in Figure 6, 7, 8. It can be seen that generated network with

second method is signi�cantly closer with the original network in

the node’s degree distribution. And the percentage of nodes with

degree on ten to one hundred is obviously large in generated net-

work with �rst method, showing a raised spike.

It can be guessed that there are obvious problems in the net-

work generation process. It can be guessed that because, the rules

of edge addition is not correct in process of the Out-city Network

construct-ing, resulting in a large di�erence between the gener-

ated network and the original network. In order to further con-

�rm the conjecture, all the Out-city Networks are fused, and the

nodes degree distribution is shown in �gure 9.

It can be seen that there is a great di�erence with the scale-free

network as shown in �gure 9. In the interval of less degree, the

distribution of the degree can be characterized by the power law

distribution, and the increment is shown on one hundred to one

thousand, obviously, this is a kind of characteristic that does not

conform to the characteristics of scale-free. It can also be seen

from the nodes� degree distribution of network �nally obtained
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Figure 6: �e original network and generated network of

one city.

Figure 7: Nodes� degree distribution of generated network

with method two.

as shown in �gure 6, there is signi�cantly di�erence between the

generated network and the original network.

�e network generated with secondmethods is relatively closer

to the original network, suggests that the model is more reason-

able.

However, there are obvious problems in the whole modeling

pro-cess.

�ere is still a certain di�erence between the network gener-

ated and the original network during the In-city network model-

ing process for In-city Network. �e original network of a single

city is more like a big group linked with a number of small group

formed by relatively denser links. �e generated network is a typ-

ical kind of star-radial network, which forms a network with ob-

vious core. �is is also a very important issue to be solved in the

future.

Figure 8: Nodes� degree distribution of original network.

Figure 9: Nodes� degree distribution of generated Out-city

network with second method.

6 CONCLUSIONS

By constructing and dividing WeChat propagation network, the

In-city Networks and Out-city Networks are built and then the

whole WeChat propagation network is modeled and constructed.

We pro-pose two methods to generate the edges of Out-city Net-

work, and �nd that there are obviously shortages in �rst method,

the network generated with second methods is consistent with

original network basically.

�e modeling method ofWeChat propagation network can pro-

vide the mechanism of stochastic generation of WeChat propaga-

tion networks, which is very important for the research for pub-

lic opinion communication. In particular, the research on propa-

gation of public opinion in the past is mostly conducted with a

step-forward or sequential progression method, and the work of

this paper can provide the research of public opinion propagation

with the net-work model containing spatial information.

Based on the work of this paper, the simulation of public opin-

ion propagation, each node has a speci�c geographical location
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information to the prefecture-level, which has an important role

in public opinion propagation research focused on the geographi-

cal information.

However, there are some areas in the work of this paper worth

improving. First of all, the city’s In-city Network modeling param-

eters considerated are relatively simple, only the nodes� scale and

degree distribution power-law coe�cients, without consideration

of clustering coe�cients, network internal associations and other

factors. �is is also re�ected in the di�erences between the two

net-works in �gure 5. Secondly, the modeling of Out-city network

needs more thorough research work, at present, simply consider-

ing the scale-free characteristics. �ere should be more detailed

re-search and a more detailed model should be constructed.

In general, the current modeling method can basically generate

the WeChat propagation network based on geographic informa-

tion. �is plays an important role in the research ofWeChat social

media network, it is also the base of the research on public opinion

communication on this kind of social network. It is of great sig-

ni�cance for the research of public opinion communication with

geographical information.
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